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„VERTICALIZATION” OF RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE 
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Abstract. Vajrascika-Upaniad is a more recent text, 
belonging to the line of the Sma-Veda. 

The text demolishes all the religious claims of any 
phenomenal condition, arguing that spiritual pre-eminence is 
reached only through the direct realization of the ultimate reality 
(Brahman) as own-identity (tman). The last paragraph of the 
text offers a presentation of this ultimate reality and of the 
condition reached by the one who gets dissolved into it. 
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*** 
 
Vajrascika- is a late text, belonging to the line of 

the Sma-Veda
 
The dual approach to life and the denial of the natural 
 
Vajrascika-is a very suggestive embodiment of a 

type of religious thinking frequent all over the world during the 
last three millenia; according to this religious trend, the highest 
realisation of a human being was the mystical/religious „leap” 
towards the transcendental. This approach of human life is to be 
found, to some extent, in all the great religions of the world, 
which all exhort the escape from the world as the utmost task of 
the humans. The value of human life was not to found in the 
consumption of some limitated human tendencies but those 
religions proposed a much higher meaning, identified with the 
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escape towards an absolute level of being. The way for achieving
this „salvation” from the world was the religious practice, under
its multiple forms: the individual ascetic practice, the compliance
to a divine plan and to some divine injunctions or the total
submission to a „saviour”. In all these cases, religious practice
opposes the natural, involving even a denial of the natural and a
focusing upon an alleged soteriological level of being,
transcending the natural. This soteriological sphere was envisaged
in various ways: as a personal God and his „kingdom” or as an
impersonal principle, an impersonal level of reality which should
be targeted by the devotee. Whatever it was, the important thing
was that the soteriological level was situated beyond the natural,
usually considering as opposing the salvific divine, as „sinful” or
iluusory.

All these soteriological approaches rested upon a sheer
dichotomy between the sacred and the profane; inspite of its
ontologic monism, religiously, a sharp delimitation was drawn
between the common, profane experience and the sacred
experience, consisting of the realization of the absolute. Common
worldly experience was deprived of all religious meaning, only its
transcending being soteriologically meaningful. This approach is
opposed to the contemporary naturalism, which considers the
Universe as an aspect of reality, as genuinely real, and not as
something hindering the reality. Hence, the nauralist approaches
can consider common experience, profane life focused upon the
Universe as an expression of reality, as genuine. In opposition to
naturalism, Vajrascika- through its mystical and
transcendental approach, denies all religious meaning to all
human affairs and extol the leap beyond, to the transcendental.

Denying the religious meaning of any human condition
and the leap towards the transcendental as the sole religious
accomplishments

One by one, the text denies all religious or soteriological
meaning to all human realizations and conditions, claiming that
only the direct intuition of the ultimate reality (Brahman), its
realization as one’s own self (ātman), can lead to an elevated
spiritual condition. This problem is raised in the context of a
discussion regarding a classic issue of Indian culture, namely the
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caste system and the condition of „Brāhmaa” (the sacerdotal
condition, involving religious superiority).

Vajrascika- avails of the method of reductio-ad-
absurdum in order to prove its thesis. The text denies the religious
meaning of any natural human element and condition (in the
paragraphs 3-8).

Consequently, in paragraph 9, the condition of „Brāhmaa”
is defined only through its relation to the transcendental sphere
into which the devotee gets merged and which is assumed as his
own identity by the one who becomes „one] with the non-dual
 Self , which is devoid  of birth ,
qualities  or deeds , which is devoid  of all
 faults , such as the six fluctuations , the six
states  and others, whose own-nature  is reality
, knowledge , bliss  and infinity ,
[which exists] by itself , which is without determinations
, which is the foundation  of the entire
 thinking , which is [everywhere] present
 through being fixed  inside  all
 beings , which is both inside  and outside
, just as the space , which is the enchaining
 [of everything], whose own-nature  is
indestructibility  and bliss , who is not to be
known , who can be known  only  by
being experienced , which becomes manifest
 through direct perception , just as a
fruit of Āmalaka in [your own] hand ”

(ātmānamadvitīya
jātiguakriyāhīna
aūrmiabhāvetyādisarvadoarahita
satyajñānānandānantasvarūpa
svaya
nirvikalpamaeakalpādhāramaeabhūtāntaryāmitvena
vartamānamantaryahicākāavad
anusyūtamakhaānandasvabhāvamaprameya
anubhavaikavedyamaparokatayā
bhāsamāna
karatalāmalakavatsākātaparokīktya - 9).
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This accomplishment involves a radical negative
positioning towards all human experiences, the liberated one
being „devoid  of existence , enmity ,
thirst , hope , illusion , acts  with his
consciousness  untouched  by deceit
, by ego-making  and by others”
(kāmarāgādidoarahita amādiguasapanno bhāva mātsarya
tāā mohādirahita dambhāhakārādibhirasaspacetā
vartate - 9).

The attempt to reconciliate with the Vedic tradition

Nevertheless, on the other side, the novel and anti-clerical
mood of Vajrasūcika-is a bit compromised when, in
the end, the text claims that the truth of its statements is
endorsed by revelations (ruti), traditions (smti), by the Pura-
s and by history (itihāsa). The author of Vajrasūcika-
doesn’t dare to utterly speak against the Vedic tradition,
so he tries to cover the element of novelty of his thinking through a
false statement („thus claim  the revelations , the
tradition , the Pura-s and history ” – iti
rutismtipurāetihāsānāmabhiprāya - 9). Although the ideas put
forward by him derail from the tradition, the high authority of  his
ancestors prevent him from displaying his utter dissent and prompt him
to claim that he is rather one of their faithful followers.

***
The text was translated from Radhakrishnan’s Sanskrit

edition (1954, 933-938), which is also reproduces in the present
article, in devanāgar script and with some small corrections.
Radhakrishnan’s edition doesn’t include the initial invocation but,
since it appears in most editions of the text, we have
supplemented it to our edition. The text edited by Radhakrishnan
is in Latin transliteration.

We also consulted the Sanskrit editions of Mahādeva
Śāstri, 1921, 416-422; Nārāyaa Rāma, 1948, 260-261 and the
English translations of Narayanasvami, 1914, 110-112;
Radhakrishnan, 1954, 933-938.
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ॐ
च ॥ माहं मा मा

य
ते ॥

ॐ ॥

Aum!
May my limbs , my voice , my breaths ,

my eyes , my ears  be strong ā and, also,
may [my] faculties  [be] strong !

All ā and everything  are established in
Brahman .

May I not be driven away ā from Brahman and may
Brahman not drive me away ā!

May there be  no separation , may there be
 no separation ā between me [and Brahman]!

May those virtues  from the Upaniads, which are
also in the one who rejoices  in the Self , may them
be  also in me! May them be  also in me!

Aum! Peace ! Peace! Peace!

|
दषूणं भूषणं ||१||

1. I will expose  the knowledge  pure as the
diamond , which destroys  the ignorance
, which blaims  the insufficient 
knowledge , which embellishes  [those who
have] the eye of knowledge .

तेषां एव
|
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को वा नाम जीवः देहः
||२||

2. Brāhmaa, Katriya, Vaiśya and Śdra – these are the
four castes 1. Brāhmaa is the main 2 of these
castes . This is according  to the statements
 of the Veda and it is also asserted  by the tradition
.3

Here 4, the [question] raised  [in this respect]
is : „Who is the one named  ″Brāhmaa″”?

Is he the soul ?
Is he the body ?
Is he the one by birth ?
Is he the knowledge ?
Is he the Karma?
Is he the religious one 5?”

त जीवो चते ् | अतीतानागतानेकदेहानां

| न जीवो ||३||

3. Here , firstly , [it was claimed] that the
soul  is the Brāhmaa.

It is not so, since the soul  has a single  nature
 in countless  past  or [still] unborn 
bodies , since, although one , due to the determination
 of Karma, [the same soul] appears  in countless

1 „Vara” - literally, „color”.
2 „Pradhna” – literally, „fundamental”.
3 The Brahmanic system of the castes, in Muller, 1859, 207-208; Hodgkinson,
2006, 203-207; the hereditary character of the castes, in the classic texts, in
Hodgkinson, 2006, 207-209; the castes, in modern India, in Bloomfield, 1908,
5-7; a naturalist approach to the castes and their classification on psychological
grounds, in Leidecker, 1933, 185-187.
4 „Tatra” - literally, „there”.
5 „Dhrmika” - literally, „the one characterized by the religious/moral law”.
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 bodies  and in all  [these] bodies  the
soul  has a single nature 6.

Therefore, the soul  is not the Brāhmaa.

देहो चते ् |

|
| न देहो

||४||

4. After that , [it was claimed] that the body  is
the .

It is not so, due to the single nature  of the
bodies  of men 7, including  including
the out-castes 8, which, [all of them] consist of five
elements , due to the view  that [all
men], equally , [are characterized by] diseases ,
death , virtues , vices  and others,
due to the non-existence  of such a regularity 
that a Brāhmaa should be of white  color , a
Katriya – of red  color , a Vaiśya – of yellow 
color  and a Śdra – of black  color , due to
the fact that, at the cremation  of the father  and of
others, the guilt  of having killed  a Brāhmaa and
others are passed 9 onto the son  and onto
others.

6 In Brahmanism, the word „jva” (usually translated by „soul”) refers to the
subtle body (), to the support of Karmic traces, to the vehicle of
transmigration. This support, without being eternal, still does not perish along
with the physical body, but it is preserved along the whole chain of
reincarnations. According to the Karmic imprints, this support assumes a particular
body as his own identity. Being the impersonal vehicle of transmigration, the soul
(jīva) cannot account for the released condition.
7 The Sanskrit text edited by Radhakrishnan, 1954, 935, has here „caaldi
paryantnm  manuym”; we changed it into „„cldi paryantnm
manuym”.
8 The condition of „Cāāla”, in Garbe, 1892, 56-57.
9 „Sambhava” - literally, „become”, „take place”.
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Therefore, the body  is not the Brāhmaa.

चते ् |
बहवस ् |

कुशात ्
गौतमः

कलशे जात | एतेषां
ऋषयो बहवः | न

||५||

5. After that , [it was claimed] that a Brāhmaa is [as
such] by birth 

It is not so. There are  many  great seers 
which were born through countless  [types of]
births , being born  from different  living beings
. [It was] revealed  that yaśga was born 
from a gazelle 10, Kauśika – from grass , Jmbuka –
from a fox , Vlmika – from an anthill , Vysa
– from Kaivarta’s daughter 11, Gautama – from the back
 of a hare , Vasiha – from a nymph ,
Agastya – from a jar . Among them, inspite  of
[their] descendancy , there are  many  seers 
which, [reaching] the heights , have attained  the
knowledge .

Therefore, the Brāhmaa is not [as such] by birth  .

चते ् |
बहवः | न

||६||

10 „Mgy” – uncommon form of „mga”, which has a much broader meaning
than „gazelle”, referring to any animal whose chasing requires a lot of run. The
word „mga” derives from the stem „mg” - „to hunt”, „to chase”, „to seek
after”, „to examine”.
11 According to the Brahmanic mythology, Kaivarta was a fisherman, born
from a Katriya father and a prostitute mother. Nevertheless, there are many
other accounts of his birth (Monier-Williams, 1997, 311).
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6. After that , [it was claimed] that a  is the
knowledge .

It is not so. There are  many  Katriya and others
which have seen  and have understood  the
supreme truth .

Therefore, the Brāhmaa is not the knowledge .12

चते ् | 13

जनाः
| न ||७||

7. After that , [it was claimed] that a Brāhmaa [is
determined] by his Karma.

It is not so, since it was seen  that Karma already
begun , the accumulated one  and the coming
one  are of the same nature  in case of all
 living beings . The holly  men 
perform  actions  being motivated  by
Karma.14

Therefore, a Brāhmaa [is not determined] by Karma.

12 The words „jñāna” („knowledge”) and „paramārtha” („absolute/supreme
truth”) are most likely to refer to the empirical forms of empirical knowledge
and truth and not to the transcendental intuition. This last form of knowledge,
aiming the absolute, is the one exhorted in the last paragraph of the text.
13 Radhakrishnan, 1954, 936 has „sarvem” instead of „sarvem”.
14 Karma is the energy that fuels the transmigration and, therefore, it cannot
account for the liberated condition, for the condition of „Brāhmaa”. Karma
and Karmic retribution, in Veda and in later Brahmanism, in Bloomfield, 1908,
252-257; Milner, 1993, 304-306, 311; the caste as the result of Karmic
retribution, in Leidecker, 1933.
The three types of Karma distinguished in the classic forms of Brahmanism
are: the „commenced” Karma (prārabdhakarma) – the Karmic energy already
in the process of consumption through being experienced, the energy that has
already been materialized as the body and the actual experiences; the
„collected/gathered/accumulated” Karma (sañcitakarma) – the Karmic traces
gathered from the past; and the Karma „to come” (āgāmikarma) – the Karmic
traces that are to be imprinted by the future experiences and that would ensure
the continuity of the transmigration (Nedu, 2002, 43-44; Tatva-bodha, in Nedu,
2002, 162-163; Aparokānubhūti, 89-97, in Nedu, 2002, 203-206).
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चते ् |
बहवः | न ||८||

8. After that , [it was claimed] that the religious one
 is the Brāhmaa.

It is not so. There are  many  Katriya and others
that offer gold .

Therefore, the Brāhmaa is not the religious one
.

को वा नाम | यः

पं

भासमानं

भाव
यः स एव

|
||९||

9. Then , who is the one named 
„Brāhmaa”?

He is whoever  [became one] with the non-dual
 Self , which is devoid  of birth ,
qualities  or deeds , which is devoid  of all
 faults , such as the six fluctuations 15, the six

15 „Ūrm” - literally, „wave”. The word refers to the passional and volitional
„waves”, to the unrest that troubles all the living beings. Brahmanic texts don’t
fully agree upon which are, precisely, these six „waves”. At times, they were
identified as hunger, thirst, suffering, confusion, old age and death (see
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states  and others, whose own-nature  is reality
, knowledge , bliss  and infinity ,
[which exists] by itself , which is without determinations
, which is the foundation  of the entire
16 thinking 17, which is [everywhere] present
 through being fixed  inside 18 all
 beings , which is both inside  and outside
, just as the space , which is the enchaining
19 [of everything], whose own-nature  is
indestructibility  and bliss , who is not to be
known 20, who can be known  only 21 by
being experienced , which becomes manifest

Narayanasvami, 1914, 111; Radhakrishnan, 1954, 938). Other authors
identified them with the sensations of cold and heat (associated to the body),
with greed and confusion (associated to the mind) and with hunger and thirst
(associated to the life processes) (Monier-Williams, 1997, 222).
16 „Aea” - literally, „with no exception/without anything left” (a-ea).
17 „Kalpa” – a derivate of the stem „kp”, which has a very broad meaning,
referring to any kind of mental act, to any kind of awareness, but, particularly,
to those involving conceptual construction.
18 „Antaryāmitvena” – a slightly intriguing compound, through the not so easy
to justify presence of an „ā” between its two other members – „antarya” and
„(ā)-mitvena”. A possible explanation is that the second member of the
compound could be „ā-mitvena” (a derivate of the compound root „ā-mi”) and
not simply „mitvena” (a derivate of the simple root „mi”). Although „ā-mi” is
a rare, even uncommon, root, the simple form „mitva” is neither a frequently
used word, so, in both cases, we would deal with a bit uncommon words.
19 „Anusyta” - literally, „interwoven”, „mutual penetration”; a derivate of the
very rare root „anu-siv”, which, as such, couldn’t be found in any modern
dictionary. It consists of the stem „siv” - „to weave”, „to sew” and the preverb
„anu” - „after”.
The meaning of the word „anusyta” is of „being interwoven”, as the threads
of a cloth are interwoven. This view of the Universe as ultimately an
interwoving of entities is rarely met with in early Brahmanism. Nevertheless,
this view is a classic theme of Buddhism (as stated by the theory of the
dependent origination - prattyasamutpda) and of some late Hindu schools.
20 „Aprameya” – this highly technical word is a derivate of the root „pra-m”,
its meaning being „to measure”, „to evaluate”. Its philosophical sense is „to
know correctly/in valid ways”. Brahmanic epistemology constructed its terms
of „rightly acquired/valid knowledge” (pram) and of „valid means of
knowing” (prama) using this root, „pra-m”.
Consequently, the word „aprameya” states the impossibility that a particular
entity might represent the object of the human valid means of knowing.
21 „Eka” - literally, „one”.
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 through direct perception 22, just as a
fruit of Āmalaka in [your own] hand .

Realizing  it through direct  perception
23, through the accomplishment of the goal ,
[he becomes] devoid  of desire , passion 
and other faults , [he is] accomplishing 
qualities  such as calm  and others, [becomes]
devoid  of existence , enmity , thirst
24, hope , illusion , acts  with his
consciousness  untouched  by deceit
, by ego-making  and by others.

The one having the characteristics  thus stated
, that himself  is the Brāhmaa; thus claim 
the revelations , the tradition , the Pura-s25 and
history 26. Truly, there is  np other way  to
accomplish  the condition of Brāhmaa .

Brahman should be considered 27 as existence ,
consciousness , bliss , as the Self  without a
second ! Brahman should be considered  as the
Self  without a second ! This is the sacred
teaching .

22 „Aparokat” - literally, „non-invisibility” (a-parokat). The word refers to
the direct character, not mediated by anything, of the realization of Brahman.
The direct character of the knowledge of Brahman which, as such, is similar to
sensation, in Leidecker, 1954, 232-235. The connection between „Brāhmaa”
and „Brahman”, in Bercea, 1993, 11-12. A discussion upon the novel mystical
approaches of the condition of „Brāhmaa”, in Heesterman, 1995, 652-653.
23 „Aparok” – probably the Nominative of an uncommon „aparokin” - „the
non-invisible”, namely „the perceptible one”. Whatever is the real grammatical
form aimed by the author of the text, its meaning is quite clear.
24 „T” - literally, „thirst”.
25 The Pura-s (literally, in Sanskrit, „pura” means „old”, „ancient”) are a
corpus of writings dealing with the mythic history of the world.
26 Indian philosophy hasn’t generally stated this, but here, the text claims the
opposite since tradition has always been, in India, an important authority as it
regards accepted knowledge.
27 „Bhāvayet” – the Optative-Cauzative of the stem „bhū” – „to be”. Literally,
it would mean „to be made to be”.
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